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1 FLIGHT MODULE COMPLIANCE CHECK-LIST AS PER ANNEXURE
ANNEXURE D
Stage #1 A. Pre-Flight Assesement ( Page #172)
QCI Annexure Pre-Flight
Assessment. GCS Display:

Comply
(Y/N)

Remark

Communication link active and
working

Yes

Yes

HUD orientation and value correct

Yes

Yes

GPS location of drone correct

Yes

Yes

Stage #4 : Cruise
No. Activity (whichever
applicable)
1.

During completion of
minimum two swaths
of straight-line flight
between two farthest point
in the flight plan

Compliance /
Manufacturer value
RPAS maximum
operating speed/cruise speed is
reached but not crossed

Section RPAS
Response
observed
2.1 (ii)

Capability of GPS
receiver whether it
meets the requirements
and functionality of the
UAS.

8.1 (a)

On completion of minimum
two swaths
of straight-line flight
between two farthest point
in the flight plan

UAS communication
link is fully functional
all the time

6.1 (a)

Yes

Communication range is
sufficient to have a permanent
connection with the RPA

6.1 (c)

Yes

3.

UAS flight waypoint outside
the geo-fence. Did the
RPAS cross the geo-fence
to reach that point?

Geo-fencing capability has
been implemented

8.1 (f)

Yes

4.

Towards the end of the
cruise duration, disconnect
the communication link
from the GCS for
more than 10 seconds
when the UAS is at the
farthest point in the flight
plan

System alerts the remote pilot
with aural and visual signal, for
any loss of command and
control data link

6.1 (b)

Yes

System capable to inform
remote pilot by means of a
warning signal in the event of
data link loss

6.1 (e)

Yes

When data link is lost for more
than 10 seconds, the RPA
follows a predefined path to
ensure safe end of flight within
the
required area restrictions

6.1 (d)

Yes

2.

Passed
Y/N

5.

6.

On completion of minimum
two swaths
of straight-line flight
between two farthest point
in the flight plan
Throughout the whole
flight observe the terrain
altitude of UAS on the GCS

Demonstration of
implementation of
command link loss
strategy in the UAS

6.1 (f)

Autonomous Flight
Termination System or Return
Home (RH) option has been
implemented

8.1 (g)

Yes

The maximum altitude attained
throughout should not be more
than the declared maximum
attainable height (i.e. 200ft or
400ft as applicable)

2.4

Yes

2 FLIGHT MODULE COMPLIANCE – ANNEX E
ANNEXURE E
Compliance Requirement

Compliance

Level 0 Compliance
The Flight Module security implementation has Level 0 compliance if the signing
and encryption is implemented within the software zone at host system level. In this
case, management of private keys needs to be addressed carefully to ensure it is
protected from access by users or external applications. All device providers should
at a minimum obtain level 0 compliance and should not have mechanism to easily
obtain the private key or inject fraudulent flight logs.
Level 1 Compliance
The Flight Module security implementation has Level 1 compliance if the signing
and encryption is implemented within the Trusted Execution Environment (TEE)
where host system processes or host system users do not have any mechanism to
obtain the private key or inject fraudulent flight logs. In this case, management of
private keys needs to be fully within the TEE.

Yes

Communication requirement for multiple module design of FM

Not Required in our case.

If the flight controller and companion computer are in separate modules, the
modules constituting Flight Module will have same compliance requirements (Level
0/Level 1) as a single module plus the communication between modules has to be
secured using (or equivalent of) 128bit symmetric key encryption (minimum).
Generation of Keys for Flight Module
The key pairs used for signing and verification by Flight module are to be generated
and stored securely.
i.

Key pair is generated at FM level or generated elsewhere and transported to
FM.

ii. If key pair is not generated at FM, it should be generated within a zone that
has the same security requirements as FM and has to be transported to the
FM on a communication channel secured using (or equivalent of) 128 bit
symmetric key encryption (minimum).
iii. The FM public key would be signed by the Flight Module Provider using a
public key obtained from a valid CA (for Digital Certificates) in India.
iv. If key rotation is required, the newly generated key may be signed using
previous key pair.

Signing of firmware using
digital certificate is done at
secure zone within same
connected system.

3 SECURE FLIGHT MODULE COMPLIANCE CHECK-LIST AS PER
CERTIFICATIONS CRITERIA
a. Protection of onboard computer firmware from tampering (software)

Section
Parameter
Compliance
Requirement

Firmware tamper avoidance
UAS should not function if firmware is changed by any procedure other than
authorized update procedure.

Compliances

Verification of Secure Boot

Passed
(Yes/No)

1. Flight Module Security Implementation
a. Flight Module should have ‘Level 0 or ‘Level 1’ compliance as
defined in ANNEXURE E.

Yes,
Level1

b. Flight modules should follow the communication requirement
(if applicable) as defined in Annexure E.

Yes

c. FM should have a root of trust mechanism implemented
(using, for example, TPM or TEE for Level 1 compliance) which
is used to sign the data generated inside the FM.

Yes

d. The verification key of the root of trust may be recorded and
retained. (This key will also be used for verifying the origin of
logs generated by the FM).

Yes

2. Calculations of Checksums
a. Manufacturer to submit checksums of the firmware to the CB
and these checksums may be called 'registered checksums'.

Yes

b. Code part and data part checksums to be calculated separately
to enable updating of data/parameters in the future easily.

Yes

c. All checksums should be calculated using a Secure Hash
Algorithm (SHA2 or SHA3).

Yes

d. Registered checksums should be stored securely in the flight
module such that they cannot be updated without the
authorization of the manufacturer.
e. These registered checksums may be digitally signed by the CB
and be submitted to DigitalSky.
3. Power on Self-Test (POST)
a. Manufacturers should implement a Power On Self-Test (POST).
b. It should include calculation of checksums of the firmware

Yes

Yes

Yes

(code and data part) and the checksum should be matched
with the registered checksum stored in the flight module
which was supplied at the time of certification.
c. The result of the POST should be logged.
d. Mismatch of checksum should prevent the RPAS from booting
and be logged.

b. Safety and security of firmware update

Yes

Yes
Yes

Passed
(Y/N)

Section
Parameter
Firmware tamper avoidance
Compliances Verification of Secure Boot
A. Secure Upgrade Test
a. The update should be permitted only if it is signed by the
manufacturer's digital certificate.

Yes

b. UAS should be able to verify the authenticity of the update by
verifying it with the public key of the manufacturer.

Yes

c. Firmware change should be recorded in the logs.

Yes

d. After the UAS is upgraded, the registered checksum should be
updated in the flight module securely.

Yes

e. The checksums of the updated firmware (code and data) to be
digitally signed by the CB

Yes

c. Secure change of flight parameters

Passed
(Y/N)

Secure change of flight parameters
Section
Compliances
A) Secure Upgrade Test

i.

UAS should be able to verify the authenticity of the update by
verifying it with the public key of the manufacturer.

Yes

ii.

Change should be recorded in the logs.

Yes

iii.

After the UAS is upgraded, the registered checksum should be
updated in the flight module securely.

Yes

iv.

The checksums of the updated firmware (code and data) to be
digitally signed by the CB.

Yes

v.

Try to update the parameters that affect compliance conditions
using the manufacturer's standard operating procedure. The
parameter should remain unaffected.

Yes

vi.

Try to update the parameters in the firmware that affect
compliance conditions using an invalid digital signature. The update
should fail.

Yes

d. Geo-fencing capability

Section
8 (f) (Geo-fencing capability)
Compliances Manufacturer to demonstrate the implementation of Geo-fencing capability and
document the functionality in UAS Flight Manual
Detailed explanation of geo fencing capability and how it is implemented in the UAS to be
verified from the documents.
UAS Pilot should be able to define a Geo-fence from the UAS GCS.
Verification from test reports the implementation of geofencing capabilities at different
latitude and longitude of geo-fence points

e. Autonomous Flight Termination System or Return Home (RH) option

Section
8 (g) (Geo-fencing capability)
Compliances Manufacturer to demonstrate with flight the implementation of Autonomous Flight
Termination System or Return Home (RH) option and document the functionality
about the same in RPAS Flight Manual

Passed
(Y/N)

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Passed
(Y/N)

Yes

5 TESTING AND RESULTS
A ground station software application i.e. AeroGCS, running on a ground-based computer, that
communicates with UAV via wireless telemetry. It displays real-time data on the UAVs performance
and position and can serve as a “virtual cockpit”, showing many of the same instruments that you
would have if you were flying a real plane. An AeroGCS can also be used to control a UAV in flight,
uploading new mission commands and setting parameters.

5.1 STAGE #1 A. PRE-FLIGHT ASSESEMENT
Communication Link is Active and Working
Yes, GCS software displays communication link when connected and whenever disconnected. Here is
screenshot of the same.

HUD orientation and value correct
Yes, GCS software displays HUD Orientation with its values. Here is screenshot of the same.

GPS location of drone correct
Yes, GCS software displays correct GPS location. Here is screenshot of the same.

5.2 VERIFICATION OF SECURE BOOT
5.2.1 Firmware Tamper Proof
RPAS should not function if firmware is changed by any procedure other than authorized update
procedure.
Solution does not allow unauthorized firmware upgrade in any way. Here are screenshot of test results.

5.2.2

Flight Module Implementation Security

Flight Module should have ‘Level 0 or ‘Level 1’ compliance as defined in the DGCA RPAS
Guidance Manual.
Provided solution offers level 1 compliance. In provided solution, keys are stored inside the
flight controller hardware itself. No external hardware is being used for storing keys therefore
the solution becomes level 1 compliant solution.

Flight modules should follow the communication requirement (if applicable) for multiple
chips or module design.
Provided solution offer level 1. There is no external hardware used to offer solution therefore
there is no question of secure communication. All keys are stored inside the flight controller
itself.

RFM should have a root of trust mechanism implemented (using, for example, TPM or TEE for
Level 1 compliance) which is used to sign the data generated inside the RFM

The verification key of the root of trust will be submitted to Digital Sky. (This key will also be
used for verifying the origin of logs generated by the RFM)

5.2.3

Calculations of Checksum

Manufacturer to submit checksums of the firmware to the CB and these checksums may be
called 'registered checksums'.
Yes, Manufacturer can submit the checksum of the firmware to certifying body.

Code part and data part checksums to be calculated separately to enable updating of data/parameters in
the future easily
Yes, in provided solution, both checksums are calculated separately and stored separately. Here is
screenshot of both checksums showing separately.

All checksums should be calculated using a Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA2 or SHA3).
All checksums are calculated using secure hash algorithm. Here is example of checksum calculated using
SHA.
code checksum :
"0xF2,0x52,0x8E,0xAB,0xDA,0xDA,0x2B,0x6C,0x47,0xBE,0x0A,0x6D,0x82,0xF5,0x7D,0xB9,0x09,0x6C,0x2F,0x
3B,0x9E,0x58,0xE4,0xA9,0x2B,0xCA,0xE1,0x49,0x8D,0x20,0xE5,0xE6"
data checksum :
"0x4B,0xF5,0x12,0x2F,0x34,0x45,0x54,0xC5,0x3B,0xDE,0x2E,0xBB,0x8C,0xD2,0xB7,0xE3,0xD1,0x60,0x0A,0xD
6,0x31,0xC3,0x85,0xA5,0xD7,0xCC,0xE2,0x3C,0x77,0x85,0x45,0x9A"

Registered checksums should be stored securely in the flight module such that they cannot
be updated without the authorization of the manufacturer.
Yes, checksums are stored securely inside the flight controller hardware only and accessible
through firmware upgrade option only.

These registered checksums may be digitally signed by the CB and be submitted to Digital Sky
Yes, checksum can be shared with CB.

5.2.4

Power on Self-Test (POST)

Manufacturers should implement a Power on Self-Test (POST).
Power on self-test has been implemented. As soon as RPAS is powered on, it checks the
checksum of firmware. When it founds that firmware is appropriate then only it goes for
further process.

It should include calculation of checksums of the firmware (code and data part) and the
checksum should be matched with the registered checksum stored in the flight module which
was supplied at the time of certification.
Yes, the provided solution always checks checksum and after ensuring right checksum, it allows
further operations.

The result of the POST should be logged.
Yes, post logs are stored in local SD Card.

Mismatch of checksum should prevent the RPAS from booting and be logged.
Yes, mismatch of checksum doesn’t allow system to function, and it is also logged. Here is screenshot of
same.

5.3 SECURE UPGRADE TEST
The update should be permitted only if it is signed by the manufacturer's digital certificate.
Yes, in given solution, firmware update is allowed only for rightly signed firmware. If firmware is not digitally
signed by authorized digital certificates, then it upgrade fails. Here is screenshot of same.

RPAS should be able to verify the authenticity of the update by verifying it with the public key of the
manufacturer.
Yes, RPAS verifies the authenticity of update using public key of the manufacturer.

Firmware change should be recorded in the logs
Yes, firmware changes are recorded in logs in SD Card as well as in GCS.

After the RPAS is upgraded, the registered checksum should be updated in the flight module
securely.
Yes, after update of firmware, the checksum in flight controller module is updated.

The checksums of the updated firmware (code and data) to be digitally signed by the CB.
Yes, there is provision to download the checksum of the firmware. Once downloaded it can be
sent to CB for signing.

5.4 SECURE FLIGHT PARAMETERS
RPAS should be able to verify the authenticity of the update by verifying it with the public key of the
manufacturer.
Yes, RPAS verifies the authenticity of update using public key of the manufacturer.

Change should be recorded in the logs.
Yes, logs are stored in SD card and GCS software.

Try to update the parameters that affect compliance conditions using the manufacturer's standard
operating procedure. The parameter should remain unaffected.
Yes, if any parameter which affects compliance is tried to change, system does not allow to function the
RPAS. Here is the screenshot for the same.

Try to update the parameters in the firmware that affect compliance conditions using an
invalid digital signature. The update should fail.
Yes, if any parameter that affect compliance is tried to be modified, then system does not
allow that. Therefore, no invalid digital signature can be used.

5.5 GEO-FENCE CAPABILITY
Manufacturer to demonstrate the implementation of Geo-fencing capability and document the
functionality in RPAS Flight Manual
Yes, the solution offers continuous monitoring of flight against geo-fence and if geo-fence is
breached, drone does RTL/RTH. Here is screen shot of the same.

5.6 RTH CAPABILITY
Manufacturer to demonstrate with flight the implementation of Autonomous Flight Termination System
or Return Home (RH) option and document the functionality about the same in RPAS Flight Manual
Yes, RTH functionality is available. Pilot can click RTL and drone will land to home point. Here is screenshot of
the same.

RTL/RTH
Capability

6 OVERALL PROCEDURE STEPS
6.1 STEPS FOR GENERATING CERTIFICATE KEYS
o

OEM should buy the Document Signer certificate from certifying bodies/distributors. One example if
https://www.certificate.digital/buy-certificate/ . The certificate file should be in the format of .PFX
format.

o

OEM should be able to generate the public and private key from .PFX format of the certificate.

o

After successful generation of keys user should send the public key to FM Provider team for
embedding the key into the firmware.

o

The key should be in the “.pem” or “.cert” format.

o

FM Provider will embed the public key into the firmware and send back to the Drone OEM.

6.2 INSTALLATION OF OPEN SSL ON WINDOWS

6.3 LOCKS OF SOLUTION
a)
b)
c)
d)

RFM with in-built Key Management Module
GCS software to communicate with Management server.
Management Server infrastructure at cloud.
DGCA system. Communication between DGCA and Management server is done using secure
communication link. For production system, communication with Digital Sky platform would be done
using whitelisted IP address for better security.

6.4 SECURITY COMPLIANCE LEVEL
DGCA states that the Flight Module security implementation has Level 1 compliance if the signing and
encryption is implemented within the Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) where host system processes or
host system users do not have any mechanism to obtain the private key or inject fraudulent flight logs. In
this case, management of private keys needs to be fully within the TEE.
AeroGCS does the entire management of private keys inside the flight controller software only.

6.5 COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
DGCA states that Registered flight module can be implemented using multiple chips or modules (for
example, flight controller and companion computer may be put together as a logical RFM), in which case the
chips or modules constituting Registered Flight Module will have same compliance requirements as a single
module plus the communication between modules has to be secured using or equivalent of 128bit
symmetric key (minimum).

AeroGCS stack generates and manages all keys inside the flight controller’s micro controller unit without
need of any external chip like companion computer. Therefore, there is no need to have any communication
with any other chip which makes the implementation of AeroGCS stack the most secure in the industry.

6.6 REGISTRATION
6.6.1 Key Generation
AeroGCS stack generates all keys inside the registered flight module only and within the flight controller’s
micro controller unit with the help of RAM. It avoids any possibility of hijacking the keys in transit and
ensures maximum security of keys. Here is the overall process of generation of keys.
Keys are generated using RSA-2048 bit asymmetric algorithm. RSA-2048 bit asymmetric algorithm is
implemented on STM32F407VG board using mbedTLS cryptographic library.
6.6.1.1 Key Length
Key length is completely dependent on the prime number generated. A "2048-bit key" is a key such that the
big integer is larger than 2ˆ2047 but smaller than 2 ˆ 2048.
6.6.2 Key Store
A key store can be a repository where private keys, certificates and symmetric keys can be stored
6.6.2.1 Key Store Security
o Key store should be limited with read and write rights only for the user as whom the RFM service
runs and no other accounts should have access it.
o Key store password has to be complex and auto generated.
o Password should be the combination of random data, user credentials and flight module
identification data-derived key using identities.
o

The logic how key is derived using these values has to be obfuscated to avoid any possible
security threats.

o

The key derivation logic should be in compiled native machine dependent code and cannot
be OpenAPI.

o

The password should be changed for every key rotation.

o

White board cryptography is used to derive the password.

o

Password should be more than 16 characters in length and should contain small letters,
capital letters, special characters and numbers.

6.6.2.2 Key Store Location
Generate keys and store them in flash memory in
programming MCU. MCU flash memory supports
CRP (Code Read Protection) which prevent from
the code mining and with the assists of its internal
memory AES engine and RNG (Randome Number
Generator) engine we can make a random key
and encrypt flash memory and stored that
random key in the OTP (One Time Programmable
memory – 128 bit encrypted memory). Then in

code execution we decode flash memory with
RNG key and access to initial keys and codes.
Keystore Password Generation used SHA256 bit
6.6.2.3 KeyStore deleted when RFM deleted
Procedure:
Following Steps are only development purpose.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Generate Key Pair
Connect debugging tool ( Here read write protection is Temporarily disabled by developer)
Check that KeyStore Header data is available in encoded form at Sector23 memory location(0x081E0000).
Enable Read/Write Protection.
Try to read Memory it will give error that memory is Read/Write Protected.
Flash other firmware on same microcontroller using debug tool that means deleting RPAS.
Search for the memory location of KeyStore.
Verify that the KeyStore Header data is not available there.

6.6.3 Registration of flight module
AeroGCS Stack has taken 140-2 Level 3 digital certificate from certified Verasys This certificate is being used
as digital certificate to sign keys. Here are images of same certificate issuance for reference purpose. The
public key of this certificate is being used to sign drone ID and flight modules public key.
Image #: Digital Certificate Copy.
<Digital Certificate Place holder>

